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New Challenges

by Tim Cole, Editor

For many reasons, I find I have to pass on the
AstroNotes editorship. It's been an interesting 
challenge. The editors job has been a mixture of
frustration, desperation, and exhilaration, but it's 
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always been enlightening. This has been a good
run, and in a lot of ways, I'll miss it, but it's time.
To your delight (or dismay your choice!) I won't
be disappearing from AstroNotes completely. 
There are a good many articles I've wanted to 
write, but I've often been pressed for time, and I
haven't wanted to turn AstroNotes into a 
personal anthology. I've also been offered the 
opportunity to write a guest editorial once in a
while.
The editor is the most obvious figure behind any 
publication, but there are other folks whose
efforts are absolutely essential. All too often, 
their labors go unnoticed. I'm singling out two
people for my special thanks.
Art Fraser, the Ottawa Centre's membership 
secretary, maintains our ever-expanding
membership list. He produces the address labels 
you see pasted onto the back cover of
AstroNotes, but he has also been handling sizable 
task of putting on those labels.
Robin Molson is another vital member of the
AstroNotes production team. His name is over 
there on the masthead under "Circulation." He's 
the fellow who picks up the copies of AstroNotes 
that aren't picked up at the meetings—with our
large and geographically distributed membership,
that's most of them—and makes sure you all get
your copies in your mailbox.
Thanks, guys. AstroNotes wouldn't get out the 
door without you.
Of course, we wouldn't have a newsletter to send 
out without contributors. There have been great
articles in AstroNotes—some that are easily as
good as the articles you can read in commercial
astronomy magazines.There's first-rate talent in
the Ottawa Centre, people eager to share their
knowledge with their fellow members. It's their
efforts that make AstroNotes an interesting 
mini-magazine as well as a record of the Ottawa 
Centre's activities and efforts.
Our new editor, Niraj Chandra, takes over in 
time for the May issue. AstroNotes will be in 
good hands, but help him out, folks! Send in 
your contributions!
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Cover Illustration: Asteroid Belt and 
Earth-Crossers

Illustration Courtesy Simon Hanmer

Asteroids are the left-overs from the formation 
of our solar system. Earth-crossing asteroids
represent a danger to Earth's life and 
civilizations, but they also supply meteorites that
give us insight into the solar system's early 
history.
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Missing Achondrites and the 
Early Solar System

by Simon Hanmer, NRCan (Geological Survey of Canada)

Meteorites can be divided into chondrites — and
the "rest." The most primitive chondrites are
interpreted to represent the chemical
composition of the primordial Solar Nebula from
which the Solar System originally formed.
Chondritic material in the primordial Solar
Nebula accreted together to form larger lumps
that we now call "asteroids", which continued to
accrete to form the rocky planets that form the
inner Solar System, including planet Earth. How
well do the "rest" of the meteorites fit this story
of planetary and asteroidal evolution?

Achondrites

The "rest" of the meteorites are called
achondrites (not chondrites), traditionally 
divided into stones, irons and stony-irons. Stones
are what we on Earth would simply call rocks. 
The general idea is that they were originally 
made of chondrite that heated up and melted; but
how does this kind of thing happen? Heat is
produced in rocks by radioactive elements such 
as uranium, thorium and potassium that decay
into things like lead and argon. In doing so they 
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give off heat, just like a nuclear reactor, and
things get hotter.

Melting and Crystallization

Geologically, melting is a very strange process. 
Ice is solid water: when it melts, we get liquid
water, but rocks don't behave this way. Venus 
and Mars are differentiated planets with crusts
made from volcanic basalt lavas, similar to the
composition of the ocean floors on Earth. Where 
does basalt come from? Basalt is made of two
minerals called feldspar and pyroxene, and it's 
the product of the partial melting of a third
mineral called olivine. Partial melting means you
don't melt all of the olivine, just part of it. In 
other words, if you partially melt one thing, the
melt you get is another composition entirely. 
However, the geology of magmas or melts is just
as weird when it comes time for them to cool 
down and crystallize. If a magma cools slowly,
instead of forming one kind of rock it forms a
whole family of different rocks at different 
temperatures. What all this means is that if you
start with one mineral and you melt it 
progressively, then let
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Stony-Iron and Stone Meteorites
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the melt cool progressively, you end up with a 
variety of rocks that range from basalt to
granite! This is how chondrites differentiate into 
the host of different rocks that the rocky planets
are made of.

Differentiated Bodies

What does the average differentiated rocky 
planet look like? It has an thin outer crust made
of basalt, and a relatively small iron-nickel
sulphide core. In between the two is a very thick 
mantle that's mostly made of the mineral olivine.
The bottom line is that theory tells us that
homogeneous chondrite bodies heat up and
melt, then cool and crystallise to form
differentiated planets or large asteroids that are 
made of a variety of different rocks.

Stones

According to this story, some meteorites should 
look like planetary crust: these are called
eucrites, and they are simply basalts. Another 
kind is called diogenite, and these have the same 
mineral composition as the rocks that form the 
top of the Earth's mantle, just beneath its crust.
Another kind, called howardites are mixtures of 
eucrite and diogenite that form when large 
impacts occur on differentiated asteroids or
planets that breach the crust through to the
upper mantle, resulting in a mixture of 
fragments of the crust and mantle rocks
(breccia). These meteorites support the idea of 
differentiation of initially chondritic bodies
during the accretionary phase of the evolution of 
the Solar System.

Irons and Stony Irons

Iron meteorites are made of Ni-Fe alloys, which 
is what planetary geologists think most rocky
planets have at their cores. The beautiful 
Pallasites, probably the best known stony irons,
are mixtures of olivine and Fe-Ni alloys that
represent a mixed melt derived from the 
lowermost part of a differentiated
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Illustration Courtesy Simon Hanmer

Variations in Differentiated Planets
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mantle and the uppermost part of a differentiated
core. The presence of irons in the meteorite 
population that falls to Earth requires the
breakup of large differentiated planetary or
asteroidal bodies. However, according to the
differentiated planet model, an olivine-rich
mantle is more voluminous than either the crust 
or the core. So, where are the meteorites from
the differentiated mantles that should be made of 
the mineral olivine? Proportionally, these should
form the majority of meteorites according to the
differentiation story. There are some, called 
brachinites, but they are very rare, The absence
of abundant brachinites is probably the greatest 
conundrum facing meteoriticists today!

Problems with Chondrite theory?

Chondrules are classically interpreted as 
interplanetary dust-balls that were flash-melted
and rapidly frozen during the development of the 
very early stages of the primordial Solar Nebula.
However, a very common kind of chondrule is
porphyritic, which means that it contains large,
well formed crystals of olivine or pyroxene that 
represent crystals that had formed prior to the
flash-melting event that formed the chondrules
themselves. Geologically, the problem is that 
well formed crystals of olivine and pyroxene only
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form in large volumes of melt that cool very 
slowly, thereby giving the crystals time to grow
to a large size. The only place this can occur is
inside relatively large asteroids or planetary 
bodies. The fact that these crystals turn up inside
chondrules means that some chondrite 
meteorites are not all that

Illustration Courtesy Simon Hanmer

Impact Breccias

Illustration Courtesy Simon Hanmer

A Well-Formed Olivine Crystal in a Chondrule — How Did It Get There?
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primitive after all. Chondrules were still forming 
in the Solar Nebula after relatively large
asteroids had already accreted and begun to melt
internally. Furthermore, how were the well 
formed crystals extracted from differentiated
asteroids? Impacts would have shattered the 
crystals because of the tremendous force
involved, yet this does not appear to be the case. 
Frankly, I'm stumped.
Another problematic observation is the presence
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of calcium aluminum inclusions that occur in
carbonaceous chondrites. Many of these 
inclusions are pretty unremarkable, like
pyroxenes and feldspars, but others include
perovskite. On Earth, the only place we find
pervoskite is in lumps brought up in volcanic
pipes from deep within the Earth's mantle. The 
problem here is that carbonaceous chondrites are
the most primitive kind of meteorite and, in
theory, they've never been involved in the 
differentiation of large asteroids or rocky
planets. So where did the perovskite come from?
Quite honestly, no-one knows!

Asteroids

What can we as amateur astronomers observe 
through our telescopes that relates to where
these meteorites come from? Ceres is the largest 
and first asteroid discovered, but it is made of
primitive carbonaceous chondrite. So much for
large asteroids heating up, melting and 
differentiating! Vesta, on the other hand, the
second largest asteroid, has a eucritic or basaltic 
crust and appears to be the type example of a
differentiated asteroid with a crust, and mantle, 
and possibly a core. Pallas, however, is not made
of pallasite, but is composed of carbonaceous
chondrite! It turns out that the asteroid is named 
after a classical Greek, while the meteorite is

named after a certain Mr Pallas1.

Illustration Courtesy Simon Hanmer

Calcium Aluminum Inclusions (CAIs)
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1 The prototype pallasite was discovered in 1749 by Yakov Medvedev, a
Siberian hunter. Intrigued by a German engineer's description of the 700 
kg metallic body, Pyotr S. Pallas mounted an expedition to recover it. In
1772, he transported it through 235 km of Siberian wilderness to
Krasnoyarsk and then to St. Petersburg.

The "Krasnoyarsk Object" was recognized as a meteorite in 1902, when a
similar meteorite fell near St. Petersburg. This class of meteorite was 
eventually named after Pallas. — Editor
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Musical Satellites

by Dr. Tony Phillips, NASA/JPL

Illustration Courtesy NASA/JPL
If light were sound, then chemicals would play 
chords.
Water: C major. Cyanide: A minor. Chlorophyll: 
G diminished 7th. (Please note
that the choice of chords here is only for the sake
of illustration, and not meant to reflect the actual
spectra of these chemicals.)
It's a loose metaphor, but an apt one. Musical 
chords are combinations of frequencies of sound
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(notes), while chemicals leave unique
combinations of dips in the frequency spectrum
of reflected light, like keys pressed on a piano.
Spectrographs, machines that recognize
chemicals from their "chords of light," are among
the most powerful tools of modern chemistry.
Most earth-watching satellites, like the highly
successful Landsat series, carry spectrographs
onboard. These sensors measure the spectra of
light

reflected from forests, crops, cities, and lakes,
Hyperion instrument distinguishes hundreds of 
wavelength bands, while current Landsat
instrument images only a few.
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yielding valuable information about our natural 
environment. Current satellites do this in a fairly limited
way; their sensors can "hear" only a few meager notes
amid the symphony of information emanating from the 
planet below.
EO-1 could change that. Short for "Earth
yielding valuable information about our natural 
environment. Current satellites do this in a fairly limited
way; their sensors can "hear" only a few meager notes
amid the symphony of information emanating from the 
planet below.
EO-1 could change that. Short for "Earth Observing
1," EO-1 is an experimental NASA satellite in orbit
since 2000. It's testing out a more advanced
"spectrometer in the sky"— the Hyperion hyperspectral
imager. How good is it? If Landsat were "chopsticks,"
EO-1 would be Gershwin's "Rhapsody in Blue."
The Hyperion sensor looks at 220 frequencies in the 
spectrum of visible and infrared light (0.4 to 2.5
microns) reflecting off Earth's surface. Landsat, in
contrast, measures only 10. Bryant Cramer, who 
manages the EO-1 project at the Goddard Space Flight
Center, puts these numbers in perspective. "If we flew
Landsat over the northeastern United States, it could 
readily identify a hardwood forest. But using
hyperspectral techniques, you probably can . . . tell the 
oak trees from the maple trees."
Future earth-watching satellites may use Hyperion-like 
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instruments to vastly improve the environmental data
they provide. EO-1 is paving the way for these future
missions by taking on the risk of flight-testing the 
sensor for the first time.
For farmers, foresters, and many others, this new 
remote sensing technology will surely be music to the
ears.
Read about EO1 at http://eo1.gsfc.nasa.gov. Budding 
young astronomers can learn more at
http://spaceplace.nasa.gov/eo1_1.htm .

Observing 1," EO-1 is an experimental

NASA satellite in orbit since 2000. It's
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at the Goddard Space Flight Center, puts these 
numbers in perspective. "If we flew Landsat over the
northeastern United States, it could readily identify a 
hardwood forest. But using hyperspectral techniques,
you probably can . . . tell the oak trees from the maple
trees."
Future earth-watching satellites may use Hyperion-like 
instruments to vastly improve the environmental data
they provide. EO-1 is paving the way for these future
missions by taking on the risk of flight-testing the 
sensor for the first time.
For farmers, foresters, and many others, this new 
remote sensing technology will surely be music to the
ears.
Read about EO1 at http://eo1.gsfc.nasa.gov. Budding 
young astronomers can learn more at
http://spaceplace.nasa.gov/eo1_1.htm .

The EO1 Spacecraft

This article was provided by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of
Technology, under a contract with the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
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February 2003 RASC National 
Council Report

by Robert Dick, National Council Representative

The first National Council Meeting for 2003 was 
held (as usual) in Toronto at the Gowling Lafleur
Henderson Law Offices. Our host was Mike 
Watson, the Society's treasurer and solicitor.
Ottawa may send three Centre Representatives
to the meeting however, only Barry Matthews 
and I were able to attend.
The day started nicely but as the meeting started 
dark clouds were visible on the horizon towards
the east. A major storm (by Toronto standards) 
was moving in. Fortunately for two members,
this meeting was an experiment with
telepresence so they could "attend" the meeting, 
without being there. Kim Hay from Kingston
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(and Society's secretary) and the representative 
of the Okanogan Centre followed and
contributed to the meeting over a speakerphone. 
It seemed to work well.
The meeting began with a thorough report from 
Dr. Rajiv Gupta, our President. His report
covered executive activities that occurred since 
the last meeting in October 2002. He reported on
decisions that were taken that would be of
particular interest to Council.
There is a motion to be put to the membership to 
revise the voting authority of members of
Council. It would remove voting privileges from
non-elected members of Council. This would 
include Chairs of most committees. The reason
for this motion is to ensure that the Society 
business is decided by only elected
representatives and not by appointed individuals. 
This motion, if past at the General Assembly in
Vancouver, will have an unfortunate 
consequence. The Society's Travel Policy
provides financial assistance only to voting 
members of Council. Therefore, most Committee
Chairs (who do most of the work for the society)
may not be able to attend meetings. This was 
discussed and the general feeling was that if the
voting motion is past, the travel policy would be
reviewed and perhaps modified at the General 
Assembly.
The Society has developed a "Grant Application 
Policy." A number of Centres (including Ottawa)
have benefited from provincial grants. Due to the 
nature of these grants, an award to one Centre
may preclude a grant to another in the same
region. This is not "fair" to the second Centre. 
Also, provincial and Federal granting agencies
would rather deal with an umbrella organisation 
instead of several small groups. The RASC will
now coordinate the grant applications from
Centres. If an application from one Centre will 
impact the ability of another Centre to get a
grant, the Society will pool the applications in to 
a single more strategic grant. This should
increase the likelihood of getting a grant. It was
noted that several grants are funded by 
Provincial lotteries. Some members may have
philosophical objections to accepting these 
grants.
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Kim Hay (National Secretary) announced the 
award of the Messier Certificate to Ottawa's
Geoff Meek, Mike Earl, Jason Colley and Jenn 
Tigner as well as to a few others across the
country. Congratulations all!
Bonnie Bird (our Executive Secretary) reported 
on a number of business details that are crucial
to the day-to-day running of the society. Part of 
her report tabulates "communications." Her
e-mail from October to January has increased
between 2000 to 2003 from 3912 to 8360. 
(Note: this is only for four months!)
Mike Watson (our treasure) presented the 2003 
budget. We managed to increase the funding for
light pollution abatement. The RASC has also 
budgeted for two major expenditures: one for
the Beginners Observing Guide (BOG) and for a 
new publication Skyways. Skyways is directed 
towards teachers and will provide hands on
materials to help teachers introduce astronomy in 
their classrooms. Unlike the other Society
publications, Skyways will be priced so as not to
make a profit. It will be sold at cost as a service 
to educators.
The society membership stands at 4581 
distributed among 26 Centres plus a large
contingent of unattached members (12.3% of the 
total membership). In a report from Pomponia
Martinez of the Vancouver Centre, she showed 
that our Society operates with a deficit of
$90,000. It is only with sales of our publications
(notably the Observer's Handbook and Calendars 
and to a lesser extent the BOG and Journal), 
that we achieve a surplus.
A major new initiative of the Society is the 
Public Education Committee. With the
promotion of astronomy in schools across 
Canada, many teachers have been caught
unprepared to teach the material. Mary Lou 
Whitehorne of Halifax has for several years been
developing an astronomy resource for teachers. 
With the support and financial backing of the
RASC, this material will be published under the
name Skyways. The Committee reported on its 
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development plan, budget (about $15,000) and
marketing plan for the publication.
Closing the meeting was another Bylaw 
amendment introduced by Patrice Scattolin of
the Centre Francophone de Montreal. The 
present Committee structure within the RASC is
becoming awkward. His amendment to the
National Bylaw #1 was an attempt to streamline 
the Committee structure. Due to its strategic
nature, Patrice's amendment was withdrawn and 
a special committee was created to study the
problem. The Committee is to report back to
Council with recommendations and perhaps a 
Bylaw amendment.
By this time the weather outside obscured the 
entire city from our lofty view. Even though
there were several potentially emotional issues to 
be dealt with during the meeting, it ended seven
minutes early. In all, I found it enlightening,
entertaining and interesting. But then, I had to 
write this report.
The 2003 General Assembly will be held during 
the long weekend in July. For more information
visit the GA web site at:
http://ap.stmarys.ca:8080/rasc/
AstroNotes April 2003


